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Sometimes it just doesn't seem real.  The doors 
that continue to open for me to meet, 
interview, and get to know key leaders in the 
world amazes me.  I had the opportunity to be 
with Lt. Gen. Michael T Flynn (ret), a 3-star 
General, former Senior Military Intelligence 
Officer in the Department of Defense, in San 
Antonio and Dallas a couple of weeks ago.  He 
was one of the top five potential Vice Presidential picks of Presidential 
Candidate Donald Trump and assuredly will hold a top position in a Trump 
administration.  He was with Trump, just a few days after our Dallas interview, 
in New York receiving the first classified intelligence briefing from the FBI.  
 
My scheduled interview with Flynn was bumped in San Antonio for Donald 
Trump's campaign headquarters and rescheduled to Dallas.  Before we got out 
of San Antonio, my Dallas interview was bumped by Lt. Col. Allen West (ret).  
What's a girl to do?  I took it straight to the General himself after this photo 
was taken.  I explained my predicament to him and he graciously let me know 
that he would arrive a full thirty minutes early to the event in Dallas and I 
would have his undivided attention for an interview.  Wow!  Ask and you shall 
receive! 
 
I want to encourage you to listen to both the videos of his presentations in 
Dallas and San Antonio.  While they overlap just a bit, the Q&A's are totally 
different.  There is a wealth of information that you need to know.  He 
discusses the unpreparedness of our military, Hillary Clinton, threat of ISIS that 
exists in all 50 of our states today, and so much more. 
 
Since my time with the General was going to be limited, I decided to have in 
hand a few key questions that I would like to have an answer for myself.  I 
much prefer an interview without a hard stop time and to allow the Lord to lead 
the interview.  This time though, I needed to be prepared. 
 
To encourage you to take the time to listen to my twenty minute interview with 
Flynn, here are the key questions that I asked him. 
 



 How seriously is our military taking the advancing of ISIS across Europe 
and potentially into America? 

 Is our military prepared to defend our country from domestic enemies 
stateside? 

 There have been rumors of martial law potentially being put into place 
before Obama leaves offices.  How would our military react to such an 
order? 

 With your experience as a General, what is your greatest concern  
...in regards to our military today? 
...in regards to protecting and defending our country? 
...in regards to Hillary Clinton being elected President? 

 As a General, if you could command or give instructions to civilians today 
to protect and defend our country, what would you direct them to do? 

 
As most of your know, I was a Ted Cruz supporter for President.  After having 
met Gen. Flynn and hearing what he had to share, I feel much better about 
giving my support to Trump.  If Trump is going to surround himself with 
people who have that valuable firsthand knowledge to advise him in their areas 
of expertise, then our country will be in much better hands than it has been in 
for decades.   
 
Gen. Flynn would love to come to San Angelo.  Please let me know if you'd like 
to have him here.  I need to book a date with him as soon as possible.  He 
remembers Goodfellow Air Force Base quite well and the Army-Dillo races. 
 
Until next time.... 
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If you enjoyed, please forward to a friend and share!   
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